E-STIM Meeting #3  
Thursday, October 8, 2009  
6:30 P.M.  
309 Jenison Fieldhouse

1. MATS review game (teams arranged for AT Olympics)
2. Explain MATS and why they should sign up and go. November 1st on our OWN CAMPUS! (MATS has a time slot for students to get up and explain a project they have completed in one of their classes, if anyone is interested they may present this in a 10 minute presentation at the MATS conference) – anyone interested? Any ideas? MATS will have shirts available for sale at the November meeting if anyone is interested in those as well
3. We will have mentors set up by next large group meeting
4. Clothing is in the process possibly go over ideas we have and see how members feel about the ideas
   a. Heavier jackets
5. Anyone need reviews for exams coming up
   a. Anatomy, modalities
6. Social event – St. John’s Cider Mill
   a. Sunday is best for attendance
   b. Haunted pumpkin patch
7. Next meeting
   a. Dr. Rosen to speak on coaching techniques as well as coaching, psych, ATC communication
   b. Possibly second Sunday in November

Please pay dues if you have not paid yet! Those who still need to pay are listed below:

Danielle Lewis
Mike Chapman
Ashley Conorqui
Noelle Mosier
Gina Garro
Clarissa Hall
Adam Siero
Kenny Bergin
Nick Anthony
Ashley Lanzon
Melissa Mitin
Katie Collins
Eva Martinez
Dave Redman